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‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

SEE THE BALL COME OFF THE CLUBFACE 
 

Let me start by telling you that ‘Your Hands Control The Golf Club’, that your ‘Arms 

Support The Hands’ and that ‘The Body Transports the ‘Arms’ … just mechanics. 

 

Your ‘Captain EYES’ run the ship, which in this case, is the ‘Golf Club’. Your 

‘HANDS Are The Navigators’ and take direct orders from the ‘Brain Bridge’ which 

gets 80% of its primary data from those ‘Eyes’. 10% comes from the ‘Hands’ and the 

remaining 10% from your ‘Feet’. These are primary focal or sensory points. 

 

If your ‘Eyes’ are closed they collect no data. (‘Night-Time Golf’) If your ‘Eyes’ are 

looking away from the ‘Subject Ball’ (‘Night-Time Golf’ as well), they collect no data. If 

they collect no data, they send no data! Thus any active current or forecast processes 

relying on data cease immediately. ‘FEAR’ and ‘Mutiny’ prevail! 

 

Said yet another way, the instant your ‘Eyes’ look away from the ‘BALL’ they cease 

sending data to the ‘Brain’ at the speed of light. When data is not being received by your 

brain, it assumes the ‘Task At Hand’ is completed. Thus, without fresh data 

transmission, the brain stops making calculations and decisions. ‘Action and Motions’ 

then cease other than the completion of any that are in ‘Process’ or ‘Kinetic’. I might add 

that remaining processes usually degrade if the ‘Brain Disconnects’ as data enables 

continuity and accuracy. Have you ever heard the ‘Golf Saying’ that “I peeked”? That is 

why you experienced a ‘Feeling’ of premature completion or what your ‘555 TEAM’ 

refers to as ‘Ocular Bail Out’! It is a really appropriate term!  

 

If you select one single ‘Dimple or Dot’ on the ‘Bottom Inside Cheek Of The Ball’ 

(‘B.I.C.’) and focus on it clearly, you will see the Ball well. Try this soon! 

 

Keep looking at this one ‘Dot’ throughout the entire ‘Back and Front Swings’ as long as 

the Ball is still in front of you on the tee or ground … until it has fully departed. In this 

manner you shall become and remain ‘Connected Directly To The Task’ and have more 

opportunity for success. SET-UP well! Then the better you see the ‘Ball’ the better will 

be your results. Whenever I make a mediocre strike, I did not see the ball well! 
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